Effect of polymer microenvironment on excitation energy migration and transfer.
Excitation energy transfer between the dye pair acriflavine (donor) to rhodamine-6G (acceptor) in various polymers [polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), cellulose acetate, and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)] was studied using steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy at room temperature. In all these polymers, at higher acceptor concentrations, direct energy transfer from acriflavine to rhodamine-6G followed the Förster theory, which is indicated by the agreement in the values of the observed critical transfer distance with that calculated from spectral overlap. On the other hand, at low acceptor concentrations, the excitation energy migration influences the kinetics, resulting in a significantly higher value of the observed critical transfer distance, which is explained on the basis of Loring et al. (Loring, R. F.; Anderson, H. C.; Fayer, M. D. J. Chem. Phys. 1984, 80, 5731-5744) and Huber (Huber, D. L. Phys. Rev. B: Condens. Matter Mater. Phys. 1979, 20 2307-2314) theories. It was observed that the spectral overlap for donor-donor transport (excitation migration) and donor-acceptor transfer (energy transfer) and thereby other energy transfer parameters were influenced by the microenvironment of the polymers. The efficiency of energy transfer (eta) was the highest in PMMA and the lowest in PVA. Further, the study of acceptor dynamics under energy transfer showed that the rise time of the acceptor also depends on the nature of the polymer microenvironment.